The University of Wisconsin-River Falls &
Fukuoka Jo Gakuin University Junior College
Cooperation Agreement

The University of Wisconsin-River Falls (UWRF) and Fukuoka Jo Gakuin University Junior College (FJGUJC) expand their official agreement of cooperation and friendship originally signed in 2001. UWRF and FJGUJC agree to pursue potential areas of joint cooperation that may benefit both schools in becoming more involved in international relations.

FJGUJC will introduce the opportunity of continued education at UWRF for their students who may be interested in the future pursuit of an overseas university degree.

UWRF agrees to grant two years of academic credit, up to 70 credits, in English or TESOL to any FJGUJC graduate who fulfills the UWRF minimum international student admission requirements. Students who do not meet the English proficiency standards at the time of application may enroll in the English Language Transition program. Students who enter UWRF with less than 60 credits of transferable coursework from FJGUJC will need to take additional course work to fulfill the bachelor’s degree requirements.

Both UWRF and FJGUJC agree to pursue and consider other areas of future cooperation with the hope of building a long term lasting relationship that will benefit the faculty and students at both of both institutions. Additional 2+2 programs will be explored.

This agreement will be in effect for students who may be admitted for fall 2016. It will remain valid for five years from the date of signing by both institutions, and supersedes any existing agreements. It will be renewed automatically for five years unless modified or canceled by either party.

Either party may terminate the agreement at any time subject to a six month written notice. Both parties will agree to provide and facilitate academic and administrative support for enrolled students for a maximum of two years beyond the date of termination of the agreement in order to assist student in completing the Program.

Any modification, amendment or alteration of this Agreement must be submitted in writing and signed by both parties.
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